Ex-BBC Glensound GS1U-053
ISDN Based TCBU (0000_22F)

£24.00
Ex-BBC Glensound GS1U-053 ISDN Based TCBU Ex-BBC studio equipment for which we are
official surplus agents. Has some minor marks from use and/or sticker residue.Powers up but is
untested beyond that.This listing is for one of these units. First buyer gets the pick. (0000_...) is
an internal reference for our use and does not refer to the actual item.
========================== IMPORTANT =========================== Please
Note: Any cables pictured may be our test cables to show the item working and will not be
included unless stated. Items for delivery overseas via eBay's GSP may be subject to delays.We
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send
large items there. There is no extra cost for smaller items sent by Royal Mail. We will recycle
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packaging where we can to keep your costs and ours down. We will combine P&P where we Weight
can.If you are buying multiple items, please do the 'buy it now' part but do not proceed to
payment. We will invoice you with the required P&P.If you feel you have paid too much P&P,
please consider the amount of packaging involved. If you still think you have paid too much P&P
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it for you.
All items will be sent recorded delivery. Buyer
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